
Draw a simple repeated eye shape,  (or
give out as a template.) 
Give each one a different look by adding
shaped eyebrows, lashes, big pupils, a
white dot on the pupils, big, small, circular,
oval, spirals. 
Use a variety of tools for markmaking. add
various colours for shading. 
Research using illustrations from books or
internet, famous artists and images for
inspiration. 
Cut out the eyes and hold them up to your
eyes and get someone to take a photo. 
Stick the eyes onto your teddy, make them
all eyes, line them up and take photos. 
Stick them onto everyday objects, a plant
pot, the breadbin; they look hilarious on
the hoover!  

Materials needed:  Pens and pencils and
anything you can draw on, scissors, bluetac,
double sided tape, sticky buds or sellotape.
Selection of books with illustrations of eyes. 
Activity 

Give the eyes some movement by making a
paper spring and sticking them onto those to
make them bounce. To make a paper spring,
cut two strips of paper 1cm x 30cm and stick
them together at right angles then keep
folding them over each other until you have a
square (see illustration). Choose your favourite
two eyes you have created and stick them onto
one end of each of the springs.  Make a pair
of cardboard glasses.  Stay safe, only use blue
tack or sticky buds that won’t mark surfaces.
The more eyes you make the more fun you can
have. Take photos and do please share the
funny ones.

 
Artist links Svenja Jödicke - https://fineartblogger.com/watercolor-paintings-of-eyes-by-
svenja-jodicke/
Sara Fanelli - https://fishinkblog.com/2011/07/01/sara-fanelli-creature-creator-for-childrens-
illustration/ C

Topic : Faces
Artist Practitioner – Bub Bacon
Activity : Looking all over the
place - Googly Eyes
These activities have been created to support creative learning. At a time when children are
spending a lot of time in their home we thought we would look at exploring faces. 



Career Link: Illustrator’s, makeup artists, cartoon and film artists
Vocabulary: Bold, soft, shape, marks, lines, pupils, shading, illustration, expression,
experiment.
Differentiation: The children will meet this at their own level.
Evaluation: At a couple of points through the lesson have a plenary, a mini discussion, where
pupils say again what they like, notice and wonder about each others work. They will get
ideas and inspiration from each other. that will extend their skills. Use the 'Creative Stars'
self evaluation tool to decide which creative habit has been used today.

 
Starting points  Use your eyes
to look at your own eyes in the
mirror, pull facial expressions
and see how your eyes change
shape, look at the shape of the
eyelids, the lashes, the pupil,
etc…..  Look at your family’s
eyes, your pet’s eyes, the eyes
on your teddy or Lego figures.
Look at some pictures of eyes in
magazines and illustrations in
books, cartoons are particularly
good… there are so many
different ways to draw eyes.
Note how they are all different
shapes and how the different
shape lends itself to expression.


